Flash Poll - Your thoughts on what's important for this year

Q1 Please pick the one that fits you best:
Answered: 332

Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I am a full-time resident.

100.00%

I am a part-time resident.

0.00%

0

I use my property primarily for rentals.

0.00%

0

332

TOTAL

332

Q2 Please pick your top five priorities:
Answered: 331

Skipped: 1

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Having roads across Johns Island safer and less congested

61.63%

204

Maintaining the beach and dunes

48.64%

161

Protecting Kiawah’s wildlife and natural habitat

47.73%

158

Keeping the island looking well maintained and representative of a “premier” community

41.39%

137

Finding solutions to flooding of roads and properties

37.76%

125

Easing the administrative and regulatory burden for maintaining and remodeling homes

30.51%

101

Enforcing existing rules restricting public access

29.61%

98

Fighting off-shore oil and gas exploration

23.87%

79

Encouraging more medical facilities to locate nearby to Kiawah

22.66%

75

Seeing property values improve

22.36%

74

Reducing on-island traffic and enforcing traffic laws

20.24%

67

Ensuring sufficient support by our providers of police, fire, and emergency medical services

19.34%

64

Having performing arts and cultural events available on Kiawah

19.34%

64

Enforcing short-term rental rules and regulations

19.03%

63

Improving the availability and reliability of utility providers (electric, cell, cable)

12.08%

40

Better planning for dealing with storms and emergencies

10.88%

36

Improving home sales by more aggressively marketing Kiawah as premier residential community

9.06%

30

Stronger enforcement of property standards (maintenance, landscaping, etc.)

8.46%

28

Supporting charitable activities benefiting neighboring sea islands communities

6.04%

20

Improving tourism by more aggressively marketing Kiawah as a premier tourist destination

0.91%

3

Total Respondents: 331
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE
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1

protecting quality of life for longtime permanent residents, who increasingly seem to be in the
minority at Kiawah

4/26/2018 6:28 PM

2

Making more ramps to beach

4/26/2018 5:12 PM

3

Additional options for internet

4/26/2018 9:27 AM

4

facility for art classes (painting) instruction etc.

4/25/2018 4:53 PM

5

all are priority...but arb and town restrictions have gone too far.. workers do not want to work on
kiawah because of all the restrictions and fees...

4/25/2018 3:07 PM

6

Get rid of orange construction cones and flags all over the island please including ones at Parkway
and Low Oak!! They’ve been therefor 18 months!!! What is the issue? If it’s a utility company I will
personally go there next week and demand remediation. We need to maintain beauty not unsightly
cones!! Please!!!

4/25/2018 2:14 PM

7

Have studio space for artist workshops and painting classes

4/25/2018 2:05 PM

8

Contributing arts organization in the Charleston area.

4/25/2018 11:15 AM

9

Stopping developers from building ugly condominiums/timeshares.

4/25/2018 11:09 AM

10

Supporting the Charleston area's arts organizations. The arts scene, particularly the Symphony is
one of the main reasons that many of us have relocated to Kiawah.

4/25/2018 10:52 AM

11

blocking home insect spray systems due to harm to fish and honey bees.

4/25/2018 10:42 AM

12

Better after-storm reporting. Use drones on website to depict major problems such as flooding,
downed trees and house or facility damage.

4/25/2018 10:39 AM

13

Reducing short term rentals, especially to huge crowds, which is typical. This makes the island
unliveable.

4/25/2018 10:36 AM

14

Getting control of condemned properties on Kiawah

4/23/2018 5:45 PM

15

While the list above considers many issues that we on Kiawah have the ability to directly impact,
the most important area that needs the most work is to minimize the escalating traffic congestion
on the Main, Bohicket, and River Road complex. Of course, the Maybank mess has to be included.
With the expected construction of new communities on Johns Island, the new complexes already
being built on Maybank, and the ridiculous delay in getting I-526 completed, we on Kiawah will be
having to leave the Island six hours early to catch a flight at Charleston International. The Town
needs to increase its support for solutions to this issue, and it needs to do it immediately. If nothing
is done, we will be as landlocked as Bolivia!

4/21/2018 7:15 PM

16

Our top priority is noise pollution and noise abatement, specifically coming from Governor's Drive

4/18/2018 9:30 AM

17

Connecting more effectively with the Johns Island Community

4/16/2018 9:56 PM

18

Better security at gates

4/16/2018 6:57 PM

19

We get NO value from our 2nd gate security. Anyone who gets on the Island can go anywhere
behind the gate by says they are going to dinner, golf, etc. Assessment should be removed.

4/16/2018 5:40 PM

20

Improving retail opportunities on Kiawah

4/16/2018 5:13 PM

21

Would like more cultural and community activities in evening.

4/16/2018 5:11 PM

22

Controlling development of island by greedy developers

4/16/2018 2:40 PM

23

Developing a plan to adress Sea Level Rise

4/16/2018 2:18 PM

24

Traffic - need a solution given development on Kiawah and Johns Island. People stuck in traffic
will not want to come and/or buy property and although development has been approved I am not
aware of any actionable plan to deal with the increase intraffic

4/16/2018 2:01 PM

25

This poll might be more informative if each question were graded on a scale of 1-5. I being less
important and 5 being most important.

4/16/2018 1:10 PM

26

Keeping the Developers in check so they abide by KI rules and full time residents' interests

4/16/2018 12:31 PM

27

Preserving Captain Spit

4/16/2018 11:54 AM

28

Addressing climate change and sea level rise

4/16/2018 10:54 AM
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29

I am disappointed in the road access to the new Town Hall. It is dangerous and could have been
improved with a better understanding of the traffic. Perhaps lowering the speed limit further up
Main Road would help. Site lines are poor and lane/ median design inadequate. Also putting
parking so far from the entrance was a mistake and modeling it after an urban mitigation for
asthetics was arcane. Tim Traynor, 579 Whimbrel Road

4/16/2018 10:50 AM

30

Change ARB to higher number of property owners on board

4/16/2018 10:05 AM

31

Have ARB and planning commission be elected not appointed

4/16/2018 9:27 AM

32

Putting up additional "no dog" bouy signs on E &W end to island to protect critical habitat areas

4/16/2018 9:22 AM

33

MOre regualtion on number of contractor vehicles allowed to access island at any one time. THAT
is the on-island traffic problem, not residents and island employees.

4/16/2018 9:16 AM

34

ENFORCE SPEED LIMITS LIKE SEABROOK

4/16/2018 8:40 AM

35

re: protecting wildlife, i would have chosen that, however i believe there are too many deer and we
should work to reduce their number to more reasonable level

4/16/2018 8:25 AM

36

Deer control & management

4/16/2018 8:24 AM

37

Security, Privacy, Beauty...this is Kiawah..must maintain

4/16/2018 8:14 AM

38

Protecting Capt Sam's Spit

4/16/2018 7:55 AM

39

Stop the double charge on yard debris pickup...landscapers have raised rates because town
doesn’t do what it is supposed to do

4/16/2018 7:46 AM

40

Traffic in Chs is horrible, persuade our do nothing CHS mayor to do something about it!!

4/16/2018 7:30 AM

41

Have the ARB responsible to the community, not to the developer

4/16/2018 7:27 AM

42

johns island infrastructure

4/16/2018 7:17 AM
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